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Abstract
Our work stems from examining a mathematical model that uses ordinary differential
equations to describe the dynamics of running. Previous work determined the optimal
running strategy for how a runner should control his/her force to maximize the distance
run in a given time. Distance covered is determined by the runner’s velocity. The runner’s
velocity is subject to the state differential equations that are based on Newton’s Second Law
and general energy flux. For physical reasonableness, we must assume energy cannot be
non-negative, which is a pure state constraint. Thus we solve the optimal control problem
applied to running that involves differential equations with pure state constraints.
Before solving the runner problem with the pure state constraint, we start by solving
simpler problems through implementing both direct and indirect methods. Applying
optimal control theory, these methods append to the Hamiltonian a penalty function that
either multiplies the state constraint directly or indirectly. Some of our examples can
be solved explicitly by using optimal control techniques and solving ordinary differential
equations exactly. Regardless for all of our examples, we illustrate numerical solutions
approximating the optimality system.
When analyzing the runner problem and its state constraint, we vary the type of control
implemented. We first look at the problem with a linear dependence on the control. We
have difficulty achieving the singular interval and maintaining non-negativity of energy, thus
realizing the challenge of solving this problem. So we approximate the runner problem with
a small quadratic dependence on the control. In this case, to satisfy the energy constraint,
we first attempt to find the penalty function and then try placing a terminal condition on
the energy state. We show the numerical results for the optimality systems of the various
v
formulations of the runner problem. We conclude that the pure state constraint of energy
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We are interested in controlling a dynamical system to achieve a specific result. A dynamical
system is a model that can exist in various states and changes over time. A dynamical
system can have a variety of forms, but we look at a dynamical system consisting of ordinary
differential equations. We let x(t) be the state variable of the system at time t ∈ [0, T ], e.q.,
amount of a natural resource. We assume control of the state in the system exists through
the control variable, u(t), of the system at time t ∈ [0, T ], e.q., conservation rate. Then the
state equation is a differential equation,
x′(t) = g(t, x(t), u(t)) (1.1)
with x(0) = x0, that explains the instantaneous rate of change in the state variable. Given
the initial value of the state variable and the control trajectory, values of the control for
all t ∈ [0, T ], we can integrate the state equation to obtain the state trajectory. We want
to choose the control trajectory so that the state and control trajectories maximize (or




f(t, x(t), u(t))dt. (1.2)
1
The given function f(t, x(t), u(t)) measures the value from achieving a specific result [16].
For example, f(t, x(t), u(t)) could be the benefit minus cost of conserving a natural resource.
The systems have real world applications and so various restrictions, like non-negativity,
arise to ensure reasonableness, e.q. a natural resource amount cannot be negative. In short,
we are investigating solutions of optimal control problems of systems of ODEs with state
constraints while varying the dependence on the control.
Some of our examples can be solved explicitly by using optimal control techniques and
solving ODEs exactly. But for all of our examples, we illustrate numerical solutions to
approximate the optimal controls and states. We will assume that an optimal control and
corresponding states exist and thus concentrate on solving for the optimal control.
1.2 Optimal Control Theory
We look at dynamical systems in which we want to attain a goal while being able to control
a function, affecting the dynamics. In particular, we want to control this variable the “best”
we can to achieve the “best” or optimal solution. The dynamical system can take a variety of
forms ranging from ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, stochastic
differential equations, integrodifference equations, and discrete difference equations. We
consider optimal control problems of dynamical systems of ordinary differential equations,
and concentrate on problems with state constraints and various dependence on the control.
In the control of a single ordinary differential equation (ODE), we denote the control
variable as u(t) and the state variable as x(t). Given a control function, u(t), the state,
x(t), is defined as a solution to an ODE
x′(t) = g(t, x(t), u(t)) (1.3)
with a given initial condition
x(0) = x0. (1.4)
2
Note the rate of change of the state is dependent on the control variable u(t). Our goal is




f(t, x(t), u(t))dt. (1.5)
We seek to find u∗(t) that achieves the maximum (or minimum) of our objective functional;
i.e., J(u∗) = maxu∈U J(u), where U is the set of possible controls. We will take U to be a
subset of piecewise-continuous functions. Also the objective functional is subject to (1.3)
and (1.4). The state and control variables usually both affect the goal.
The control that maximizes (or minimizes) the objective functional is denoted by
u∗(t). Substituting u∗(t) into the state differential equation (1.3) results in obtaining the
corresponding optimal state, x∗(t). Thus (u∗(t), x∗(t)) is the optimal pair.
In the 1950’s, Lev Pontryagin and his collaborators developed necessary conditions for
optimal control theory. If (u∗(t), x∗(t)) is an optimal pair, then these conditions hold.
From [10], Pontryagin introduced the idea of adjoint functions to append the differential
equations to the objective functional. These adjoint functions have a similar purpose as
Lagrange multipliers in multivariate calculus, which append constraints to the function of
several variables to be maximized or minimized. Refer to [10] for an introduction into
optimal control theory.
Assuming f and g are both continuously differentiable in their arguments, the first order
necessary conditions in the simplest form are given by Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle
(PMP) [15].
Theorem 1.1 (Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle). If u∗(t) and x∗(t) are optimal for
problem (1.3)-(1.5), then there exists a piecewise differentiable adjoint variable λ(t) such
that
H(t, x∗(t), u(t), λ(t)) ≤ H(t, x∗(t), u∗(t), λ(t)),
for all u ∈ U at each time t, where the Hamiltonian, H, is
H = f(t, x(t), u(t)) + λ(t)g(t, x(t), u(t)),
3
and




λ(T ) = 0
Note the final time condition on the adjoint variable is called the transversality condition.
PMP changes the problem of finding the control that maximizes the objective functional
subject to the state ODE and initial condition to the problem of optimizing the Hamiltonian
pointwise. Another way to think of the Hamiltonian is
H =f(t, x(t), u(t)) + λ(t)g(t, x(t), u(t))
=(integrand) + (adjoint)× (RHS of ODE).
The necessary conditions can be generated by maximizing H with respect to u(t) at u∗(t).
From [10], they are as follows:
∂H
∂u
= 0⇒ fu + λgu = 0 (optimality equation),
λ′ = −∂H
∂x
⇒ λ′ = −(fx + gx) (adjoint equation), and
λ(T ) = 0 (transversality condition).




≤ 0 at u∗(t)
must hold (from concavity), and for a minimization problem
∂2H
∂u2
≥ 0 at u∗(t)
must hold (from convexity) [10].
4
Also, PMP can be extended to multiple states and controls and consequently corre-
sponding adjoint variables are introduced. For example, if we have n state variables,
x1(t) =g1(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t))
...
xn(t) =gn(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t)),
with corresponding initial conditions, then we introduce adjoint functions, λ1(t), ..., λn(t).





f(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t))dt.
Similarly, the Hamiltonian is
H = f(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t)) + λ1(t)g1(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t))
+ ...
+ λn(t)(gn(t, x1(t), ..., xn(t), u(t))).
Accordingly the appropriate optimality equations, adjoint equations, and transversality





In short, for the simplest case we started with two unknowns, u∗(t) and x∗(t), and then
introduced an adjoint variable, λ(t). Thus we have to solve for three unknowns. We then







and solving for u∗(t), which will be characterized in terms of x∗(t) and λ(t). Note that
many real world application problems require bounds on the controls, like
a ≤ u(t) ≤ b
and that PMP still holds.
The optimality system is comprised of the state, adjoint ODEs and the control
characterization. Often solutions of the optimality system cannot be solved explicitly, but
can be approximated numerically. Refer to Section 1.5 for a summary of the numerical
methods used to solve optimality systems.
1.3 Linear Dependence on the Control





[f1(t, x(t)) + f2(t, x(t))u(t)]dt (1.8)
subject to
x′(t) = g1(t, x(t)) + g2(t, x(t))u(t), (1.9)
and
umin ≤ u ≤ umax (1.10)
where
x(0) = x0. (1.11)
The Hamiltonian is
H = f1(t, x(t)) + λ(t)g1(t, x(t)) + [f2(t, x(t)) + λ(t)g2(t, x(t))]u(t). (1.12)
6
Since u(t) appears linearly in the Hamiltonian, we are unable to solve
∂H
∂u
= 0 for u(t).
The slope of H with respect to the control will help to determine the value of u∗ at time t.




= f2(t, x(t)) + λ(t)g2(t, x(t)). (1.13)
If we are solving a maximization problem, the optimal control takes the form:
u∗(t) =

umin, if ψ(t) < 0
∈ [umin, umax], if ψ(t) = 0
umax, if ψ(t) > 0.
(1.14)
Similarly, we reverse the optimal control values for a minimization problem. We split the
optimal control trajectory into three types of subarcs, when ψ(t) < 0, ψ(t) = 0, and
ψ(t) > 0. If ψ(t) only has isolated zeros, then the optimal control, u∗(t), switches values at
these zeros from umin to umax or vice versa. Thus the control is either at umax or umin over
[0, T ], which is referred to as a bang-bang control. If ψ(t) = 0 on some nontrivial subinterval
of time, then the optimal control is called singular on that interval. The times at which the
optimal control strategy switches from different subarcs are called junction times [16].
The Generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition (GLC) was developed as a necessary
condition for a singular control value to be optimal. Note H in this case trivially satisfies
the concavity requirement for a maximization problem. Thus, if u∗(t), x∗(t) are the optimal
















and the control does not appear in the lower derivatives [9, 2]. The dynamics of the specific
problem will give k exactly, and k is frequently 1.
1.4 State Variable Constraints
In application problems, state variables may be required to have specific bounds, like
being non-negative, for solutions to be reasonable. For more information regarding state
variable constraints refer to Chapter 2 and [16]. Let’s look at the following problem with





f(t, x, u)dt (1.17)
subject to
x′ = g(t, x, u) (1.18)
where
x(0) = x0 (1.19)
and the inequality state constraint
h(t, x) ≥ 0. (1.20)
As with optimal control problems we associate an adjoint function, λ, with the state
equation (1.18). Now we include a penalty multiplier function, η, to be associated with
the constraint (1.20), either directly or indirectly as noted in Section 2. For this example,
we directly adjoin the constraint and the penalty multiplier function, η(t), where η(t) is
defined as
η(t)h(t, x∗(t)) = 0 at x∗(t), (1.21)
8
meaning η ≡ 0 when h > 0, and η ≥ 0 otherwise. The Hamiltonian with appended penalty
function and constraint is
H = f(t, x, u) + λg(t, x, u) + η(t)h(t, x). (1.22)
When maximizing H with respect to the control u, it would not be advantageous for
h(t, x(t)) < 0 since that term would pull down H. Thus the penalty function helps to
maintain that h(t, x(t)) ≥ 0.
When solving a minimization problem, the penalty function is defined similarly to 1.21.
Still, η ≡ 0 when h > 0. However, η ≤ 0 when h is tight. Since, when minimizing H with
respect to the control u, violating the constraint would increase H and not be optimal since
η(t)h(t, x) > 0.
On the interior of the control set, the optimality condition takes the same form,
∂H
∂u
= fu + λgu = 0. (1.23)
Interestingly, the adjoint DE becomes
λ′ = −∂H
∂x
= −(fx + λgx + ηhx), (1.24)
which may help us solve for η(t) when h(t, x) = 0. Also the transversality condition is still,
λ(T ) = 0. (1.25)
So the value of the Hamiltonian and adjoint DE are only affected by η(t) when the constraint
is tight (h(t, x) = 0).
Investigating the possibility of a singular subarc, ψ(t) = 0, with the state constraint
yields two possible solutions, an interior subarc and boundary subarc. A solution is an
interior subarc if h > 0. A solution is a boundary subarc if h ≡ 0. In this case, since the
constraint is tight we find η(t) explicitly from differentiating ψ(t) = 0. Note that because
of the state constraint, the adjoint variable may be discontinuous [16]. See Figure 1.1 for
the possible subarcs that exist from a problem with linear dependence on the control.
9
Figure 1.1: The types of optimal subarcs for optimal control problems with linear
dependence on the control and inequality state constraints.
1.5 Numerical Methods
Analytically finding the solution of an optimal control problem may not always be possible.
Thus we turn to numerical methods to solve the optimality system. Then given initial
conditions for the state equations and terminal conditions for the adjoint equations we use
an iterative scheme to approximate the values. This technique is generally known as the
Forward-Backward Sweep (F-B S) method [10]. Here are the basic steps:
1. Make an initial guess for the control variable, u.
2. Given initial conditions for the state equation, x0, approximate solutions to x by
solving numerically its ODE forward in time.
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3. Given the state solution from the previous step and the transversality condition,
λ(T ) = 0, approximate solutions to λ by solving numerically its ODE backwards in
time.
4. Update the value of the control with input from the new x and λ values by using a
convex combination of the previous control values and the current characterization of
u.
5. Check for convergence by repeating steps 1-4 until successive values of all state,
adjoint, and control functions are sufficiently close.
The last step for determining convergence requires the relative errors of the state,





must hold. This process generalizes to a state system of ODEs. Also, for a more in depth
description of this process refer to [10].
11
Chapter 2
Pure State Constraint Examples
2.1 Introduction
Often in real world problems, e.g. management science, economics, physical systems, there
are non-negativity constraints on the state variables, for example inventory levels, wealth,
or energy [16]. Non-negativity of the state equation requires
x(t) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (2.1)
When such constraints do not include the control they are known as pure state variable
inequality constraints or pure state constraints. Pure state constraints are more difficult to
deal with than mixed state variable inequality constraints or mixed state constraints. Mixed
state constraints involve both the control and state variables. In a system with mixed state
constraints, since the control variable directly affects the constraint, one simply chooses the
appropriate control to satisfy the constraint. However, with pure state constraints, there
is no direct control of the control to ensure the constraint inequality is satisfied, so the
difficulty arises [16].
We define a pure state constraint mathematically as h(x, t) ≥ 0. We assume the function
h : En × E1 → Ep is continuously differentiable in all of its arguments. Note that h
represents a set of p constraints hi(t, x) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., p [16]. The constraint hi ≥ 0 is of
rth order if the rth time derivative of hi is the first time a term in control u appears in
the expression by putting g(t, x, u) in for x′ after each differentiation. Thus the control can
12
now be determined to satisfy the constraint hi ≥ 0. We only look at examples of first order
constraints, r = 1. Thus the first time derivative of h has terms in u, or










Most likely, the important special case of the non-negativity constraint, x(t) ≥ 0, for t ∈
[0, T ] will be of order one since g(t, x, u) typically has terms in u [16].
There are two ways to handle pure state constraints: direct and indirect methods. The
direct method appends to the Hamiltonian a penalty multiplier that directly multiplies the
constraint. The indirect method, appends to the Hamiltonian a similar penalty multiplier
that instead multiplies the first time derivative of the constraint. As [16] notes, “This
derivative will involve time derivatives of the state variables, which can be written in terms of
the control and state variables through the use of the state equations. Thus, the restrictions
on the time derivatives of the pure state constraints are transformed in the form of mixed
constraints.” For each method, if the problem has multiple constraints, then a penalty
multiplier exists for each constraint. Note that the adjoint functions may have jumps at
the junction times where the pure state constraints become tight [16].
In solving problems with pure state constraints, we refer to the Maximum Principle given
in [16], that has some additional conditions which must hold. The transversality condition
is λ(T−) = γhx(x
∗(T ), T ) for γ ≥ 0. Also, jump conditions may exist on adjoint variable
at contact time τ , where the state trajectory enters or exits an arc where the constraint is
tight. In particular,
λ(τ−) = λ(τ+) + ζ(τ)hx(x
∗(τ), τ) (2.3)
H[x∗(τ), u∗(τ−), λ(τ−), τ ] = H[x∗(τ), u∗(τ+), λ(τ+), τ ]− ζht(x∗(τ), τ), (2.4)
and ζ ≥ 0, ζ(τ)h(x∗(τ), τ) = 0 must hold.
State constraints are realistic restrictions imposed on a system, and thus we start with
solving both analytically and numerically a variety of problems involving them from [6].
We illustrate the technique of appending to the Hamiltonian a penalty multiplier function
13
that directly multiplies the pure state constraint. In the following examples we show the












x′(t) = u(t) (2.6)
with the initial condition of x(0) = 10 and terminal condition of x(5) = 0. Also, we have
the inequality state constraint, h(t, x), that we define as
h(t, x) = x− (6− 2t) ≥ 0. (2.7)
Adding a penalty term that directly multiplies the state constraint to the Hamiltonian and
forces the optimal state to satisfy the state constraint is called the direct method.
Using Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP) and the direct method, the Hamiltonian
is
H = 4x+ u2 + λu+ η(x− (6− 2t)), (2.8)
where the penalty function, η(t) ≤ 0, satisfies η ≡ 0 when x(t) > 6−2t, and η ≤ 0 otherwise
when (2.7) is tight (i.e. x(t) = 6− 2t).
Since we seek to minimize H with respect to u, a state variable violating the constraint
would increase H and not be optimal since η(t)(x− (6− 2t)) > 0. Consider the derivative
of the Hamiltonian with respect to the control,
∂H
∂u
= 2u+ λ. (2.9)
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Since our control has no upper or lower bound constraints, we can directly consider the














= −(4 + η) = −η − 4. (2.12)
No transversality condition exists on λ because of the terminal condition on x.












) = 2. (2.13)
Solving that ODE, we know x′′ = 2, yields that x′ = 2t+ c1, and so x = t
2 + c1t+ c2.
If the constraint is tight, then (2.8) and (2.10) apply and η may not be 0. So x(t) = 6−2t
implies x′ = −2. Since
x′ = u = −2 = −λ
2
, (2.14)
we have λ = 4, and λ′ = 0. Substituting this into the adjoint DE equation yields
λ′ = 0 = −η − 4
and
η = −4. (2.15)
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Since at t = 0, x(0) > 6− 2(0), the constraint is not tight near t = 0.
If u = −2 on (0, t1), the solution is of the form
x = t2 + c1t+ c2. (2.16)
Then using the initial condition x(0) = c2 = 10 the solution becomes
x = t21 + c1t1 + 10, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1. (2.17)
At the intersection of the state trajectory and the constraint equations, (2.17) and (2.7),
t21 + c1t+ 10 = 6− 2t1. (2.18)
Continuity of the derivatives at this intersection implies
2t1 + c1 = −2 (2.19)
also holds.
We denote by t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, the interval when the state trajectory is on the constraint
curve, the solution is sliding down the constraint until some time t2. When t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, we
already know the solution from (2.7). Since x(5) = 0 > 6 − 2(5). The terminal condition
implies t2 < 5.
Let’s look at the state solution on the final interval, t2 ≤ t ≤ 5, which we know is of the
form
x = t2 + c3t+ c4. (2.20)
The terminal condition, x(5) = 0, gives us the solution
25 + 5c3 + c4 = 0 (2.21)
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when t = 5. We look at the intersection of the constraint curve and the state solution when
(2.20)=(2.7),
6− 2t2 = t22 + c3t2 + c4. (2.22)
Then because of continuity of the derivatives at this intersection,
−2 = 2t2 + c3. (2.23)
We now have five equations, (2.18),(2.19),(2.21), (2.22), and (2.23) and five unknowns,
t1, t2, c1, c3, and c4.
We solve for and obtain t1 = 2, t2 = 3, c1 = −6, c2 = 10, c3 = −8, and c4 = 15. Note we
construct λ from the optimality condition (2.10),
u∗ = −λ/2⇒ λ = −2u∗. (2.24)
Putting all of these results together we conclude,
x∗(t) =

t2 − 6t+ 10, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
6− 2t, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3




2t− 6, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
−2, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3





−4t+ 12, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
4, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3




0, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
−4, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3
0, 3 ≤ t ≤ 5
(2.28)
This simple example allows us to find the solutions explicitly by hand, and we can
see the plots of the solutions to the optimality system and penalty function in Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.2 . Thus we implement this problem numerically using the forward-backward
sweep method and show the similar results in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. Later we see how
this extends to more complex problems in Section 2.3 and Chapter 3.
Given the problem in (2.5) subject to (2.6), (2.7) and the given initial condition and
terminal condition we developed an iterative scheme similar to that in Section 1.5 to find
the solution of optimality system and the penalty multiplier η. For these simple ODEs,
we used Euler’s method with a ∆t = .005. We include an if-else loop in the adjoint
equation to define the η function depending on whether the constraint is tight or not. The
optimality condition is implemented directly and the value of the control is determined by
averaging the previous control value with the new control value from the characterization,
u = .5n ∗ unew + (1− .5n) ∗ uprev . Note that n is the iteration count and that more weight
is placed on the previous control than the new control. For convergence, relative error for
control, state, and adjoint values of successive iterations was used with a tolerance of 10−4.
Finding the correct λ value at the final time is a result of searching across a grid of values
for λ(5) and choosing the one for which the corresponding state satisfies x(5) = 0. We find
that λ(5) = −4.01 satisfies the terminal condition best with a value of x(5) = −0.0030,
which closely matches the explicit solution in (2.27).
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Looking at the results from solving the optimality system numerically, we see in Figure
2.3 that the state solution hits the constraint at t = 2 and slides down until t = 3, at which
the solution goes towards the terminal condition x(5) = 0. From (2.28), we expect the η
function to be active from 2 ≤ t ≤ 3, and we see that in Figure 2.4. Similarly, Figure 2.4
shows the adjoint solution matching our findings from (2.27) and agrees with λ(5) = −4.
The value of the objective functional calculated from the explicit solution and F-B S method
is 82.666 and 82.740 respectively.
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Figure 2.1: From the explicit solutions, a plot of the state variable with the inequality
constraint shaded.
Figure 2.2: The solution for the state, control, λ, and η variables to Example 1 from the
explicit solutions.
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Figure 2.3: A plot of the numerically approximated solution by the F-B S method for the
state variable with the inequality constraint shaded.
Figure 2.4: The solution numerically approximated using the F-B S method for the state,
control, λ, and η variables to Example 1.
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2.3 Example 2








(x2 + c2u2)dt (2.29)
is subject to
x′ = u (2.30)
where
x(0) = x0 > 0 (2.31)
and T is the first time such that
x(T ) = 0. (2.32)
The state constraints are
h1(t, x) = x− a1 + b1t ≥ 0, (2.33)
h2(t, x) = −x+ a2 − b2t ≥ 0, (2.34)







We define two penalty multiplier functions, η1(t), η2(t), to be
ηi(t)hi(t, x
∗) = 0. (2.35)





(x2 + c2u2) + λu+ η1(x− a1 + b1t) + η2(−x+ a2 − b2t). (2.36)
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Finding the optimality condition,
∂H
∂u




λ′ = −(x+ η1 − η2) = −x− η1 + η2. (2.38)
No boundary conditions on λ occur because initial and terminal conditions for x are
given. Also, x(T ) = 0 paired with the constraints (2.33), (2.34) restrict our final T,
a1
b1
≤ T ≤ a2
b2
. (2.39)
From a property of the transversality condition of the necessary conditions for solving
problems with terminal conditions given in [16], either
H(t) = 0 and a1/b1 < T < a2/b2, (2.40)
H(T ) ≥ 0 and T = a1/b1, (2.41)
H(T ) ≤ 0 and T = a2/b2. (2.42)
We next find the solution to decide which condition (2.40), (2.41), or (2.42) applies to our




















for some constants, k1, k2.










c2u2 = 0, (2.46)
only if u(T ) = 0. Using this solution form, we know that







x(T ) = k1e
T/c + k2e
−T/c = 0. (2.48)
Thus having both u(T ) = x(T ) = 0 implies k1 = k2 = 0, thus x(t) = 0 on a final free
interval. This contradicts property of T being first moment of x = 0, and so a constraint




. Since H ≤ 0 at t = T and H = 0 at t = T leads to a contradiction.
As long as constraint h1 is not tight near t = 0 and right before t = T , the solution is
of the same form as (2.41) and satisfies
x(0) = k1 + k2 = x0, (2.49)
x(T ) = x(a2/b2) = k1e
a2/b2c + k2e
−a2/b2c = 0. (2.50)
If one of the constraints are tight, then (2.36), (2.38) apply. Looking at h1 being tight
implies η2 = 0 and x(t) = a1 − b1t, thus x′ = −b1. Since




we know that λ is a constant. Substituting λ′ = 0 into the adjoint DE (2.38) yields
λ′ = 0 = −x− η1 ⇒ η1 = −x. (2.52)
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Looking at h2 being tight implies η1 = 0 and x(t) = a2 − b2t, thus x′ = −b2. Since




we know that λ is a constant. Substituting λ′ = 0 into the adjoint DE (2.38) yields
λ′ = 0 = −x+ η2 ⇒ η2 = x. (2.54)
Since x is convex during the trajectory, it cannot be tangent to the h2 constraint in
(2.34). We know the solution only hits h2 at T from (2.42), thus only possibility of constraint
being tight is h1. So the solution will take the form of (2.45) from (0, t1) to a point of
tangency with h1 = 0 from (t1, t2). The solution will slide down the h1 = 0 constraint until






−t/c, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
a1 − b1t, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
k3e
t/c + k4e
−t/c, t2 ≤ t ≤ a2/b2,
(2.55)
where the values of k1, k2, and junction time t1 are determined by the initial condition and
the properties of continuity and tangency at t1. Specifically we use (2.31),
k1e
t1/c + k2e






e−t1/c = −b1. (2.57)
The values of k3, k4, and junction time t2 are determined by the terminal condition and
the properties of continuity and tangency at t2. Specifically we use (2.32),
k3e
t2/c + k4e







e−t2/c = −b1. (2.59)







e−t/c, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1













e−t/c), 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
b1c









0, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
−x, t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
0, t2 ≤ t ≤ a2/b2
(2.62)
We solve this more general problem numerically through defining the various constants,
a1, a2, b1, b2, c and the initial condition, x0. We will show the solutions to the optimality set
and penalty function for two different sets of defined constants and initial conditions. The
first set demonstrates what happens when the constraint (2.33) is not tight. The second
shows us what happens when the constraint (2.33) is tight and thus the penalty multiplier
is active.
For both sets of constants and initial conditions, given the problem in (2.29) subject
to (2.30), (2.31), (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34), we used an iterative scheme similar to that in
Section 1.5 to find the solution of optimality system and the penalty multiplier η. We apply
the forward-backward sweep method, (F-B S), to solve for the state and adjoint equations.
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Similarly for convergence, relative error with a tolerance of 10−3 is used. The specifics of the
method and techniques are the same as in Example 1. Finding the correct λ(T ) is a result
of searching across a grid of possible values and choosing the one which satisfies x(T ) = 0.
Table 2.1: Constants and initial conditions are used to solve Example 2, i.e. (2.29) subject
to (2.30), (2.31), (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34).









Alternatively, we solve the system of six equations, given by (2.49), (2.50), (2.54), (2.57),
(2.58), and (2.59), for six unknowns, the constants k1, k2, k3, k4 and the junction times, t1
and t2, by using MAPLE. Thus we obtain another approximation for the solutions of the
optimality system, we refer to this as our algebraic approximation.
Looking at the results, we see in Figure 2.5 that the state solution does not hit the
constraint (2.33) anywhere. In Figure 2.5, we see the terminal condition is approximated
with x(T ) = x(2) = 0.00009647. From (2.62), we expect the η1 function to not be active,
and Figure 2.6 confirms that. Using the algebraic approximation and solving for (2.61),
λ(2) = 0.0750 although the F-B S method estimates λ(2) = 0.0009. This shows the error
that occurs from possibly both approximations, and although we know the general form
of the explicit solution it is still difficult to get the expected results numerically. For the
solution of the optimality system algebraically solved, refer to Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8. We
find the algebraic solutions by using (2.49) and (2.50). We numerically solve for k1 and k2
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in MAPLE and build the system of solutions shown in Figure 2.8 from (2.45). Note for the
algebraically approximated solutions to Set 1, we find k1 = −0.002229 and k2 = 1.7522299.
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Figure 2.5: Using the F-B S method, a plot of the approximate solution for the state
variable with the inequality constraints shown. In particular, constraint (2.33) is not tight
anywhere. The constants and initial condition values are given in Set 1.
Figure 2.6: Using the F-B S method, a plot of the approximate solution for the state,
control, λ, and η variables to Example 2 with the constants and initial condition value from
Set 1. Note, constraint (2.33) is not tight anywhere.
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Figure 2.7: From the algebraic approximation, a plot of the solution for the state variable
with the inequality constraints shown. In particular, constraint (2.33) is not tight anywhere.
The constants and initial condition values are given in Set 1.
Figure 2.8: From the algebraic approximation, a plot of the solution for the state, control,
and λ variables to Example 2 with the constants and initial condition values from Set 1.
Note, constraint (2.33) is not tight anywhere.
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Figure 2.9: Using the F-B S method, a plot of the approximate solution for the state
variable with the inequality constraints shown. In particular, constraint (2.33) is tight on
t1 ≤ t ≤ t2. Set 2 gives the constants and initial condition values.
Figure 2.10: Using the F-B S method, a plot of the approximate solution for the state,
control, λ, and η variables to Example 2 with the constants and initial condition values
from Set 2. Note, constraint (2.33) is tight on t1 ≤ t ≤ t2.
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Figure 2.11: From the algebraic approximation, a plot of the solution for the state variable
with the inequality constraints shown. In particular, constraint (2.33) is tight on t1 ≤ t ≤ t2.
Set 2 gives the constants and initial condition values.
Figure 2.12: From the algebraic approximation, a plot of the solution for the state, control,
and λ variables to Example 2 with the constants and initial condition values from Set 2.
Note, constraint (2.33) is tight on t1 ≤ t ≤ t2.
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We then look at Set 2 of Table 2.1 and use it to solve Example 2. With Set 2, the state
constraint given in (2.33) is tight over some interval. Looking at the approximate results
from the F-B S method, we see in Figure 2.9 that the state solution hits the constraint at
t1 = 0.154 and at t2 = 0.503, at which the solution goes towards the terminal condition
x(T ) = x(1.5) = 0. Our approximate results, shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, have
the value of the state variable at the final time to be 0.00007795. From the algebraic
approximation, x(T ) = 0.00009677. From (2.62), we expect the η1 function to be active
from t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, and we see that in Figure 2.10. Using the algebraic approximation
and algebraically solving for (2.61), λ(1.5) = 0.1380 in Figure 2.12 although the F-B S
method estimates λ(1.5) = 0.0304. This shows the error that occurs from possibly both
approximations, and although we know the general form of the explicit solution it is still
difficult to get the expected results numerically.
As aforementioned, we find the algebraic solutions by using the equations given in (2.49),
(2.50), (2.56), (2.57), (2.58), and (2.59) and solve for k1, k2, k3, k4, t1, and t2. In order to
find the times, t1 and t2, that denote the tight interval and the constants, k1, k2, k3, and k4,
necessary to construct the solutions, we use MAPLE to numerically substitute and solve.
Note, we find k1 = 0.23848, k2 = 1.86151, k3 = −0.006868, and k4 = 2.77103. We take
the numerically found values and substitute them into (2.55),(2.60),(2.61), and (2.62). The
algebraic solution to the optimality system and the penalty function are shown in Figure 2.11
and Figure 2.12. Note that t1 = 0.11697 and t2 = 0.51941 from the algebraic approximation.
From the F-B S method, we calculate the value of the objective functional to be 1.168602.
Using the algebraic approximation, we find the objective functional value to be 1.163896.
2.4 Solving state constraint problems indirectly
We look at finding solutions to problems with pure state constraints through applying the
state constraints indirectly and transforming them into mixed state constraints. We are
still interested in keeping a pure state variable non-negative. However, we now require the
derivative of the constraint to be non-negative when the constraint is tight. In other words
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we require,
h1(t, x, u) ≥ 0, whenever h(t, x) = 0. (2.63)
This means we have a mixed constraint, but only when the constraint is tight. So, as
we mention in Section 2.1, the indirect method appends to the Hamiltonian a penalty
multiplier that multiplies the first time derivative of the constraint, ηh1. We define the
penalty multiplier, η(t) ≥ 0, to satisfy η ≡ 0 when the constraint is not tight, and η ≥ 0
otherwise when the constraint is tight. Note η must also satisfy the property of η′ ≤ 0.
Since we are dealing with state constraints, we must also ensure the transversality condition
and jump conditions for the adjoint equation hold[16].
Solving a state constraint problem indirectly follows the similar process as mentioned in
the direct constraint examples discussed earlier in this chapter. So we illustrate an example









x′(t) = u(t) (2.65)
with the initial condition of x(0) = 1. The control is bounded, −1 ≤ u ≤ 1. Also, we have
the inequality state constraint, h(t, x), that we define as
x(t) ≥ 0. (2.66)
We define the penalty multiplier function to be η ≥ 0 such that ηh1 = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2.
Thus η ≡ 0 when the constraint is not tight, i.e. x > 0, and η ≥ 0 when the constraint is
tight. Here h1 = u, and h1 = u ≥ 0 when h = 0.
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Using the PMP, we first look at the Hamiltonian when the constraint is not tight, i.e.
x > 0, is
H = −x+ λu. (2.67)




In finding the optimality condition, we investigate whether the control is bang-bang or
singular because the problem has a linear dependence on the control. The switching function
is ψ = λ and we determine the control through the methods described in Section 1.3,
u∗(t) =

umin = −1, if λ < 0
∈ [umin, umax], if λ = 0
umax = 1, if λ > 0.
(2.69)




We investigate the possibility of a singular control on a subinterval by looking at the adjoint
DE when ψ = 0. From (2.69), λ = 0⇒ λ′ = 0 and this contradicts (2.70), λ′ = 1. Thus no
singular subinterval exists and the control is bang-bang over the interval, when x > 0.
However when looking at the problem while the state constraint is tight, i.e. x = 0, we
must apply the indirect maximum principle, from [16]. We find the Hamiltonian is
H = −x+ λu+ ηh1 (2.71)
= −x+ λu+ ηx′ (2.72)
= −x+ λu+ ηu. (2.73)
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Thus the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to the control is
∂H
∂u
= λ+ η. (2.74)




umin = 0, if λ+ η < 0
∈ [umin, umax], if λ+ η = 0
umax = 1, if λ+ η > 0,
(2.75)
since x′ = u ≥ 0, from h1 ≥ 0, to satisfy the state constraint in (2.66). On a subinterval
with x = 0, we have u = 0, and thus u∗ is bang-bang.
We know from the initial condition, x(0) = 1, that the constraint is not tight on an initial
subinterval, i.e. η = 0. Also, since the problem is of maximizing the objective functional,
the optimal control will be at a minimum during this subinterval, i.e. u∗ = −1 from (2.69).
Substituting this into the state DE in (2.65) yields x′ = −1. Solving for the state equation,
we use the initial condition and find that x∗ = 1 − t on some subinterval. Looking at the
state equation, it appears the state constraint in (2.66) will become tight at t = 1. Hence,
on the initial subinterval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the solutions of the optimal state, optimal control, and
penalty function are
x∗ = 1− t, (2.76)
u∗ = −1, (2.77)
η = 0. (2.78)
In order to determine the adjoint equation, we look at the transversality condition.
The transversality condition for the indirect method must satisfy, λ(2−) = γ ≥ 0, γx(2) =
λ(2−)x(2) = 0, from [16]. As a simple guess we try λ(2−) = γ = 0, which works since
x(2) = 0. Thus combining this guess for λ(2−) with adjoint DE (2.70), we see the solution
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is
λ = t− 2 (2.79)
on a terminal subinterval. We know λ ≤ 0 on this subinterval. In order to decide which
control value to choose we determine if the state constraint is tight or not. However, earlier
we found that at t = 1 the state constraint becomes tight. So the optimal control on the
terminal subinterval, 1 ≤ t ≤ 2 is u∗ = 0 as defined in (2.75). Substituting this into the
state DE in (2.65) implies x∗ = c, where c is a constant. But at t = 1, we know x(1) = 0.
So, c = 0 implies x∗ = 0 for 1 ≤ t ≤ 2. Also, the constraint being tight implies from (2.75)
that η = −λ so η = 2− t ≥ 0. The terminal subinterval is 1 ≤ t ≤ 2 on which the solutions
to the optimality system and penalty function are
x∗ = 0, (2.80)
u∗ = 0, (2.81)
λ = t− 2, (2.82)
η = 2− t. (2.83)
We seek the adjoint equation on the initial subinterval, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, by examining what
happens at the jump τ = 1. From λ = t− 2, at τ = 1, λ(1+) = −1. For λ(1−), we look at
H(1+) and H(1−). In particular, applying (2.4),
H(1+) = −x∗(1+) + λ(1+)u∗(1+) = 0 (2.84)
H(1−) = −x∗(1−) + λ(1−)u∗(1−) (2.85)
must be equal. Using x∗(1+) = x∗(1−) = 0, u∗(1+) = 0, and u∗(1−) = −1, we have
λ(1−) = 0. So solving (2.70) with λ(1−) = 0 implies λ = t− 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. The value of
the jump, determined from (2.3), is ζ(1) = λ(1−)− λ(1+) = 1 ≥ 0.
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In conclusion, the solutions to the optimality system and penalty multipliers are:
x∗(t) =

1− t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1




−1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1




t− 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1




0, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
2− t, 1 ≤ t ≤ 2.
(2.89)
For a graphical representation of the explicit solutions refer to Figure 2.13. We attempt
to solve this problem numerically using the F-B S method but are unable to obtain results.
In particular, we struggled incorporating the jump condition in the adjoint equation. So in
Chapter 4, we solve this problem using a different approach.
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Figure 2.13: From the explicit analytical results, we show the solution to the optimality






Running is an easily accessible and highly competitive sport. The origins of human running
is thought to have evolved at least four and a half million years ago, primarily out of the
necessity to hunt and survive. Competitive running as a display of endurance dates back
to the Olympics in 776 B.C. Running is an activity for people of all ages, shapes, and sizes
and is growing in popularity. With so many people participating in this sport, we wanted
to try and find a way for people to run their best. In other words, we want to identify the
ideal strategy for a runner competing in a race.
In order to solve this running problem we must transform this real world problem to
have a more quantitative form. In other words, we need to create a mathematical model
that represents a runner running a race. If the goal is to minimize time for running a
specific distance, or similarly to maximize the running distance for a specific time, then the
runner’s speed, or velocity, will mainly determine this system. Simply put, how long it takes
to run a race depends on the velocity of the runner. The velocity of a runner is determined
by many factors: physiological, mental, and environmental. A more complete model could
include mental focus, wind, humidity, temperature, terrain, energy levels, drafting, energy
replenishment, and biomechanics. However, in our attempt to model this optimal running
strategy, only some of the physiological factors will be addressed. Previous work has been
done to determine the optimal strategy for a competitor running a race. In particular,
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Keller concluded a runner’s velocity depends on: the maximum force he or she can exert,
the resistive force opposing the runner, the rate at which oxygen metabolism supplies energy,
and the initial amount of energy stored in the runner [7]. We will use Keller’s model as a
basis for ours.
Keller’s problem seeks how best to control the runner’s force to run the farthest distance
in a given time. Force is under the runner’s control and directly impacts velocity. He
determined the physiological parameters, that velocity depends on, from world records using
least-squares fitting. He then solved the maximization problem using Newton’s Second Law
and calculus of variations. Keller found that for all races less than 291 meters, the runner
should run at maximum acceleration. Races greater than 291 meters identify the strategy
of attaining maximum acceleration early, then maintaining a constant speed throughout
the race until the final seconds when slowing down occurs and energy should be nearly
exhausted. Essentially there are three subarcs: a starting phase, a constant interval, and a
finishing phase. The first two subarcs are controlled by initial energy amounts and energy
provided from breathing and circulation, and the last subarc is determined just from energy
gained by breathing and circulation [7].
However, in the real world, is is noteworthy to mention that races often finish with a kick
as opposed to the negative kick suggested in his optimal solution. Keller states the difference
either being the runners are not running optimally or that the theory is inaccurate. Winning
is often more important than minimizing time, thus affecting strategy. Keller suggests that
if runners ran at their optimal speed determined by the theory, then they might win by
even more [7].
Keller’s model has previously been extended and modified to become more realistic. In
particular, Woodside added a fatigue term for longer distance races. For modeling races
longer than 10,000 meters, the fatigue term reduces the runner’s energy and is cumulative
over time, which makes sense because although breathing and circulation replenish energy
it should become less effective the longer one runs [18]. Behncke published detailed papers
that included three submodels based on the biomechanics, energetics, and the typical
optimization model. More specifically, he looked at the processes of chemical energy being
converted to mechanical energy [1]. Quinn included starting gun reaction time, which plays
more of a role in sprint races, and included cross winds and running on a curved track
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with maximum force diminishing slowly over time. Pitcher built a coupled two-runner
model that included air resistance and drafting. By assigning one runner to run according
to Keller’s optimal strategy, Pitcher was able to show how various initial conditions and
drafting affected the strategy of the other runner [14].
3.2 Background
Our problem, like Keller’s, is how to optimally control the runner’s force to run the farthest
distance in a given time. Force is under the runner’s control and directly impacts velocity.
Based on Newton’s Second Law, the equation of motion is
Mv′(t) = Ft −Rint(v, x, t)−Rext(v, x, t) (3.1)
where v′(t) is the derivative of velocity, also known as acceleration, M is the mass of the
runner, Ft is the propelling force generated from the legs, Rint,Rext are the resistive internal
and external forces, and x(t) is the position of the runner. We assume the race takes place
on a smooth flat track (one dimension), environmental factors are a non-issue, and there
are no physical or mental differences among runners [1]. So we drop the dependency of Rint
and Rext on x. From Behncke’s model, oxygen consumption is an internal resistive force
we acknowledge and we assume it is proportional to velocity [1]. The previous assumptions
allows us to reduce (3.1) to be
v′(t) = f(t)−Rint(v, t) (3.2)
where f(t) is the force per unit mass and Rint loses the x variable because of the homogeneity
of the track. This force per unit mass is bounded above, meaning there is a maximum
amount of force a runner can exert. Consequently, this equation of motion is the basis for
the first state differential equation of our model.
The amount of energy a runner has also limits his velocity. The runner has an initial
amount of energy, E0. As one runs, energy decreases based on the amount of work he or
she is doing and is replenished through breathing and circulation. From physics, we know
work equals force times distance and thus the integration of a rate of change, velocity, gives
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distance. Breathing and circulation supply oxygen throughout the body so that the muscles
can consume more energy. So the rate of change in energy can be thought of as
E′(t) = b− f(t)v(t) (3.3)
where v(t) is velocity and b is the rate at which oxygen is supplied per unit mass in excess of
the non-running metabolism by breathing and circulation. Consequently, this equation of
energy flow is the basis for the second state differential equation of our model. For physical
reasonableness, the amount of energy can not be negative. Thus we have an an inequality
state constraint which must be considered. Ideally, the runner should finish the race with
as little energy as possible. This means one should put forth all the effort he or she can to
maximize their distance.
Keller solved this problem using calculus of variations, and Pitcher and Behncke used
optimal control theory. We will also use optimal control theory as it is a suitable method
for optimizing a function subject to some state equations and constraints [1],[14]. Pitcher
recreated Keller’s work for a track race of 800m, thus we will do the same to ensure our
methods are correct. However, the theory developed by Keller is suitable for a race of
any length, as Keller predicted results for races as short as 50 yards up to 10,000 meters.
However, Woodside amended the model to be more accurate for races over 10,000 meters
up to 275,000 meters [18].
3.3 Mathematical Model
Restating our problem, we want to maximize the distance a runner can cover in a given
time by controlling the runner’s force. Force is under the runner’s control, so it will be our
control variable given by u(t), and it directly impacts velocity. Bounds for the propulsive
force are
0 ≤ u(t) ≤ F. (3.4)
Velocity is essentially the runner’s pace or speed, thus we want to maximize this, as
efficiently as possible, during the race to maximize the distance. Let x1(t) be velocity,
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then based off the equation of motion in (2), the acceleration, or rate of change in velocity,





Thus the internal resistive force per unit mass is proportional to velocity, by a constant of
1/a. At the start of the race, the runner is not moving, so
x1(0) = 0 (3.6)
is an initial condition.
The amount of energy a runner has, x2(t) at time t, also limits the runner’s force. Let
x2(t) be the energy equivalent of the available oxygen per unit mass. The initial energy
amount, x2(0), is denoted by x20 . Also, for the model to make sense physically,
x2(t) ≥ 0 (3.7)
must be satisfied, i.e. energy must be non-negative. This is an inequality state constraint
that provides challenging and interesting results, as discussed in Section 2. Ideally for a
runner to run the fastest race he or she can, he or she should finish the race with as minimal
energy as possible, but it cannot be negative.
The rate of change of energy, x′2, increases by a constant breathing and circulation rate,
b, and decreases by the propulsive force times velocity, u(t)v(t), also known as work of the
runner, similar to (3.3), so we have
x′2(t) = b− x1(t)u(t). (3.8)
We set up our problem to be solved using optimal control theory. Thus x1(t) and x2(t)
are the state variables and u(t) is the control. Previous work set up the optimal control
problem to have a linear dependence on the control. The optimal solution consists of three
subarcs: a starting interval, a singular interval, and a finishing interval. While searching
for the optimal solution, obtaining the large singular interval may be difficult. So we also
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formulate the optimal control problem to have quadratic dependence on the control. We
know a small quadratic dependence on the control can approximate the linear dependence
formulation well.
First we look at the optimal control problem with the control occurring in a linear way





and is subject to (3.4),(3.5),(3.6),(3.7), and (3.8).We seek to maximize J(u) over the
set U = {u : [0, T ]→ R|u piecewise continuous }. Notice the u(t) occurs linearly in the
state equations. Thus in solving for the optimality system we investigate the presence
of the singular subarcs and compare the results when including or disregarding the energy
constraint, (3.7). The analytical and numerical results and discussion of the optimal control
problem with linear dependence on the control is explained in Section 3.4.
Then second we approximate our problem by constructing an optimal control problem






and is subject to (3.4),(3.5),(3.6),(3.7),(3.8), and ε being small with 0 < ε ≤ 1. We seek to
maximize J(u) over the set U = {u : [0, T ]→ R|u piecewise continuous }. Thus in solving
for the optimality system we compare the results when including or disregarding the energy
constraint, (3.7). The analytical and numerical results and discussion of the optimal control
problem with quadratic dependence on the control is explained in Section 3.5.
For values of the parameters used in solving the optimal control problem with linear or
quadratic dependence on the control, refer to Table 3.1. Note, like Pitcher, we try to find
the optimality systems for the optimal control problems by having the given final time be
1:41.11. By setting T = 101.11 sec, this denotes the men’s 800m world record time in 2009.
We can choose any reasonable length of time and similar results should occur. Since we
wanted to replicate Pitcher’s results we focused on T = 101.11 sec.
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3.4 Linear Dependence on the Control
We solve analytically and then numerically the problem of maximizing (3.9) with respect
to u(t), subject to the state equations of (3.5) and (3.8), the pure state constraint (3.7),
and the initial conditions. Thus, in solving the problem we first find for all u(t) in [0, T ],
the Hamiltonian of (3.9) is





+ λ2(t)(b− x1(t)u(t)) (3.11)




Now looking at the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to the control,
∂H
∂u
= λ1(t)− λ2(t)x1(t) = ψ(t). (3.13)
Since we have linear dependence on the control, we denote ψ(t) to be our switching function
that will determine what the control is as defined by Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle
(PMP). However, PMP does not specify control values if ψ(t) = 0 on a subinterval t1 ≤ t ≤
t2 for t1 < t2. Thus if ψ(t) = 0 on a subinterval then the control is singular, using, on that





0, if ψ(t) < 0
using(t), if ψ(t) = 0
F, if ψ(t) > 0,
(3.14)
where F comes from the bounds on u(t) in (3.4).
For simplicity and for general understanding of the problem, we solve the problem













with transversality conditions λ1(T ) = 0 and λ2(T ) = 0.
For brevity, the explicit dependence of the state variable on t is often suppressed.
Thinking about the problem qualitatively, we expect the runner’s force to be maximal,
without any regard to energy depletion, in order to run the farthest distance. From (3.17)
and the transversality condition λ2(T ) = 0, we know that λ2 ≡ 0. Thus, ψ = λ1 implies
(3.15) becomes λ′1 =
λ1
a
− 1. From the transversality condition of λ1(T ) = 0 and the




− 1 is a contradiction. So the control is bang-bang, and as we expect, the runner’s
force should be maximal for the entire run. This system was implemented numerically using
techniques described in Section 1.5, and the results can be seen in Figure 3.1. We note that
energy, x2, becomes negative.
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Figure 3.1: The numerical solution to the optimality system of the runner problem with
linear dependence on the control and without the energy state constraint.
We now include the non-negativity energy constraint given in (3.7), and let us now
investigate if the control is singular, ψ = 0, over a subinterval. First, we want to ensure the

















holds, if λ2 ≥ 0, and thus the singular control value is optimal [9, 2].
Thus either the control follows an interior subarc or boundary subarc when ψ(t) = 0
on an interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 where t1 < t2. For the boundary subarc, when x2 ≡ 0, then





For the interior subarc, when x2 > 0, ψ = 0 implies λ1 = λ2x1. Differentiating this










However, energy can still be negative and so we attempt to fix this by appending the
term which includes the penalty function directly multiplying the pure state constraint, as
discussed in Chapter 2. What makes implementing this inequality constraint difficult is that
x2 does not show up anywhere explicitly in the system. So as Behncke and Pitcher included
in [1] and [14], we include the state constraint directly in the Hamiltonian by adjoining it
to the η, or penalty function. The penalty function is defined as, η(t) ≥ 0 and
ηx2 = 0 (3.20)
for all time, meaning η ≡ 0 when x2 > 0, and η ≥ 0 otherwise. The Hamiltonian becomes
H = u(λ1 − λ2x1) + x1 −
λ1x1
a
+ λ2b+ ηx2. (3.21)





= −η. Since x2 = 0 this implies










As Keller described, we anticipate three subarcs: a brief starting phase, a long constant
interval, and a short finishing phase. Essentially, the control wants to remain in the singular
case over the entire interval except for at the start when force should be maximal and then
at the finish when force should be minimal.
Getting these expected results is difficult. This system was implemented numerically
using F-B S, described in Section 1.5, and the results can be seen in Figures 3.2-3.5. The
step size for approximating the DEs is ∆t = .0101. For convergence, the relative error for
values of successive iterations needs to be less than the tolerance of 10−4. We find that the
system is very sensitive to the method of updating the control. When solving the runner
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problem using the control updates described in Figures 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.5, the
iterative method does not converge. Note that n is the iteration count in the F-B S method.
Using the control update mentioned in Figure 3.4 is the only one that yields convergence
and resembles the expected result discovered by Keller and reproduced by Pitcher [7], [14].
Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.5 help illustrate the sensitivity of the system, as each
control update drives the energy negative and ultimately the iterative method does not
converge.
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Figure 3.2: The control update is u = unew and the iterative method does not converge.
Figure 3.3: The control update is u = .5 ∗ (unew + uprev) and the iterative method does
not converge.
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Figure 3.4: The control update is u = .5n∗unew+(1− .5n)∗uprev and the iterative method
does converge.
Figure 3.5: The control update is u = (1− .5n)∗unew+ .5n∗uprev and the iterative method
does not converge.
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We acknowledge the difficulty of solving this problem and note that Pitcher had better
success. Referring to Pitcher’s work in [14] and [13], we see that explicitly deriving a
solution structure of two junction times and algebraically solving for the resulting systems of
equations yields better results. This problem is unique because the control wants to remain
in the singular case except for small times at the beginning and end of the race. So we
reformulate the problem slightly to avoid the singularity by having a quadratic dependence
on the control.
3.5 Quadratic Dependence on the Control
We solve analytically and then numerically the problem of maximizing (3.10) with respect
to u(t), subject to the state equations of (3.5) and (3.8), the pure state constraint (3.7),
and the initial conditions. Thus, in solving the problem we first find for all u(t) in [0, T ],
the Hamiltonian of (3.10) is





+ λ2(b− x1u). (3.23)







We ensure this is a maximization problem by finding the second derivative of the
Hamiltonian with respect to the control,
∂2H
∂u2
= −2ε ≤ 0, (3.25)
and note that the inequality holds for all ε > 0.













with transversality conditions λ1(T ) = 0 and λ2(T ) = 0.
Without directly implementing the energy state constraint in (3.7), the system is already
very sensitive to parameter values. For specific ε values energy does approach 0 without
crossing below. This system was implemented numerically using techniques described in
Section 1.5. The step size for approximating the DEs is ∆t = .0101. For convergence, the
relative error for values of successive iterations needs to be less than the tolerance of 10−2.
The control update we use is an average of the old control value and the updated control.
See Figure 3.6 for the lowest ε value that yields non-negativity of energy.
However, we want the system to work for a large range of ε. For small ε values the
quadratic dependence on the control is a good approximation for an optimal control problem
with linear dependence on the control. Thus we utilize the method of directly adjoining
the state constraint with a penalty multiplier function to the Hamiltonian, as described in
Chapter 2. Let the penalty multiplier function, η, be defined here the same as in Section
3.4.
The inclusion of this η function changes the Hamiltonian to









and λ′1 are the same as in (3.24) and (3.26), but
λ′2 = −η. (3.29)
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Figure 3.6: The numerical solution to the optimality system to the runner problem with
quadratic dependence on the control and no direct implementation of the energy state
constraint. We chose ε = 0.0612 to best minimize energy and maintain non-negativity.
Finding and implementing this η function was difficult. So we tried solving the problem
with a fixed endpoint for x2(T ) = 0. This avoids the inequality constraint on energy. The
problem is still that of maximizing (3.10) with respect to u(t), subject to the state equations
of (3.5) and (3.8), the pure state constraint (3.7), and the initial conditions. However, when
solving for the terminal condition of x2(T ) = 0, there is no transversality condition for λ2.
Thus the adjoint DE λ′2 = 0 implies
λ2 = c, (3.30)
where c is a constant. We solve for this c value by creating a grid of potential c values and
repeatedly running the model to find which c best approximates the terminal condition of
x2(T ) = 0 without going negative. This system is implemented numerically using techniques
described in Section 1.5 and Figure 3.7 displays our best approximation. In particular, the
step size for approximating the DEs is ∆t = .0101. The relative error for values of successive
iterations needs to be less than the tolerance of δ = 0.3. The control is updated to be the
average of the old control and new control values. For c = 0.05476, the final energy was
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x2 = 38.15 and the velocity and control profiles were similar to Pitcher’s recreation of
Keller’s solution. But we should note the interesting appearance of small humps before
the constant middle value. Also note that setting the control update to be the same as in
Figure 3.4 and searching for the ideal c value did not yield a good result, i.e. x2(T ) = 1649.
These examples illustrate the difficulties of solving, both analytically and numerically,
optimal control problems with pure state constraints.
Figure 3.7: The optimality system to the runner problem with quadratic dependence on
the control and terminal condition on energy, x2(T ) = 0. We found c = 0.05476 to best






Using a different approach to solving optimal control problems, we solve the examples
in Chapters 2, 3. We find the optimal solutions through using the General-Purpose
Pseudospectral Optimal Control Software (GPOPS) implemented in MATLAB created by
[12].
GPOPS runs an hp-adaptive Radau pseudospectral Gaussian quadrature method where
the collocation is at the Legendre-Gauss-Radau quadrature points [12]. GPOPS takes in
all the common input of an optimal control problem (objective functional, state equations,
constraints, initial and terminal conditions, and bounds) and formulates it into a non-
linear problem which is solved through the Interior Point Optimizer (IPOPT) software
implemented in MATLAB. IPOPT is a software package for solving nonlinear objectives
subject to nonlinear constraints through using primal-dual interior point methodology [17].
Further theory on the Radau pseudospectral method can be found in [5, 3, 4]. GPOPS
runs a non-linear problem solver in MATLAB, and in our examples we use IPOPT with a
tolerance of 10−7.
The conditions for setting up the refinement mesh are as follows:
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Initial mesh intervals 10
Collocation points range 4-10
From Example 1 in Chapter 2, we found the minimum value of the objective functional
to be 82.66. when solving the problem explicitly from the solutions in (2.25-2.28). Solving
Example 1 with GPOPS yields an objective functional value of 82.66 also, and in Figures
4.1 and 4.2 we see the optimal state and control solutions plotted from running GPOPS.
Comparing these figures to Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, we see that the GPOPS solutions are
similar to the explicit solutions.
Then we solve Example 2 with parameters from Set 2 using GPOPS and compare the
solutions to the algebraic approximation solutions in Section 2.3. We see the solutions from
GPOPS in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, and the solutions from the algebraic approximation
method in Figures 2.11-2.12, and F-B S method in Figures 2.9-3.10 are comparable. We
calculated the minimum of the objective functional to be 1.163896 and 1.168602 from the
algebraic approximation and F-B S solutions respectively. Using GPOPS, the value of the
objective functional is 1.634708. Thus for Example 2, our results using GPOPS are similar
to the algebraic approximation and F-B S solutions.
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Figure 4.1: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the state equation in
Example 1.
Figure 4.2: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the control in Example
1.
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Figure 4.3: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the state equation in
Example 1.
Figure 4.4: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the control in Example
1.
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The indirect problem from Section 2.4 would be difficult to solve numerically using the
Forward-Backward Sweep method due to the jumps in the adjoint variables. However, we
are able to obtain solutions using GPOPS. The solutions to the optimal state and control
are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 and resemble those from the explicit solutions in
Figure 2.13. Calculating the objective functional using GPOPS has a value of −0.5. We
find the value of the objective functional from the explicit solutions to be −0.5 also. Thus,
GPOPS found an accurate solution to the indirect problem.
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Figure 4.5: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the state equation of the
indirect problem.
Figure 4.6: Using GPOPS, we plot the approximate solution for the control of the indirect
problem.
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Figure 4.7: Using GPOPS, we display the approximate solution for the optimality system
of the runner problem with linear dependence on the control.
Figure 4.8: Using GPOPS, we display the approximate solution for the optimality system
of the runner problem with quadratic dependence on the control.
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We try to solve the runner problem from Chapter 3 with GPOPS but have difficulty
achieving a solution that converges. We try the runner problem with both a linear and
quadratic dependence on the control, respectively shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The
plots of the optimality systems are after forcing the methods to stop, without convergence,
with only 10 mesh refinements. It appears the solutions to the state variables have a
shape similar to what is expected. However, the control trajectory has a lot of variability.
Thus solving the continuous runner problem that has large jumps to get on and off the
long singular control interval is still challenging. We note that the objective functional
value for the runner problem with linear dependence on the control is 811.8999, and the
objective functional value for the runner problem with quadratic dependence on the control
is 808.6772, given ε = .0005.
4.2 Conclusions
We solved a variety of optimal control problems for systems of ODEs that have pure
state constraints. Finding solutions both analytically and numerically was challenging.
Numerically, the Forward-Backward Sweep approach was able to solve most of our examples
correctly. In particular, implementing a penalty function directly was more successful than
the indirect method. Exploring the runner problem with various dependence on the control
yielded interesting results and highlighted the complexity of state constraint problems. The
optimal solution to the runner problem with linear dependence on the control was attained
through a specific control update and resembles Keller’s and Pitcher’s solution. Also, we
formulated the runner problem to have quadratic dependence on the control. Although this
approach produced some strong numerical results, more analytical work could be done.
We also explored solving the examples and runner problem numerically with GPOPS.
For the examples, GPOPS worked well and produced the same results that we found from
our explicit solutions. However, when solving the runner problem, with linear and quadratic
dependence, we did not obtain a convergent solution. So further investigation into the
method GPOPS implements could give insight into obtaining a convergent solution to the
runner problem.
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We conclude that solving optimal control problems with state constraints can be
troublesome but is obtainable through the analytical and numerical work discussed in
this thesis. We also want to mention other potential approaches to solving these types
of problems.
4.3 Future work
We want to mention other optimization techniques that we began to explore but need
further investigation. The first is including a Heavyside function in the Hamiltonian. This
is similar to appending the penalty multiplier function except now we append a Heavyside
function. For state constraints hi(t, x) ≥ 0, with i = 1, 2, ..., l, we transform them into a
single equality constraint by defining a new variable x′n+1(t). In particular,
x′n+1(t) = [h1(t, x)]
2H(−h1) + [h2(t, x)]2H(−h2) + ...+ [hl(t, x)]2H(−hl). (4.1)
We associate with it Heavyside step functions defined by
H(−hi) =

0, for hi(x, t) ≥ 0
1, for hi(x, t) < 0,
(4.2)
for i = 1, 2, ..., l. Note that x′n+1(t) ≥ 0 for all time, and that x′n+1(t) = 0 only when all of





satisfies the two boundary conditions
xn+1(t0) = xn+1(T ) = 0. (4.4)
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To satisfy the boundary conditions, x′n+1(t) must equal zero throughout [t0, T ], which
implies the constraints are satisfied for all t [8]. The Hamiltonian is




2H(−h1) + [h2(t, x)]2H(−h2) + ...+ [hl(t, x)]2H(−hl)
]
(4.6)
Follow similar steps as before of solving for the optimality system. For more information
on an approach with Heavyside functions refer to [8].
The other approach we considered mainly involved computational work in MATLAB.
In the Global Optimization Toolbox from MATLAB, we considered using a Multistart
method that uses a local solver in a broad range of starting points. The solver we would
use is “fmincon” which uses a trust region approach to minimize the objective functional,
[11].
For a better understanding of “fmincon”, suppose we want to find a minimum for the
function f(x). We are at a point x in an n-space and want to improve our objective
functional value. Thus we approximate f(x) with a simpler function, typically quadratic,
that describes the behavior of x in a small neighboorhood, or trust region. If we find a
better value for the objective functional, then the current point is updated. If not, the trust
region is decreased and the calculations repeated.
As input, “fmincon” accepts: a function that gives the value of an objective functional,
state constraints, and initial and terminal conditions. In order to utilize “fmincon” we
discretized our model but additional work with a more accurate discretization would be
needed. For more information on the Global Optimization Toolbox in Matlab and using
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